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Introduction 
In [4] and [6], it was proven that if R is a ring with m (_> 2) number of zero 
divisors, then R is a finite ring and the number of elements in the ring is bounded 
by m 2. Corbas [1] and Raghavendran [8] characterized the ring R when the car- 
dinality of R is exactly m E. The present paper is an attempt by the authors to 
classify the finite rings by their zero divisors. In the ring of n × n matrices over a 
finite field, it can be shown that the ratio of the logarithm of the number of singular 
matrices to the logarithm of the total number of the matrices approaches to 1 as n 
increases without bound (see [7]). This fact motivates us to introduce the following 
invariant of a finite ring. We define the index of a finite ring R, which will be 
denoted by K(R), to be the logarithm of the number of zero-divisors in R over the 
logarithm of the cardinality of R. Then K(R)= 0 if and only if R is a field and 
x(R) = 1 if and only if R is a ring without a multiplicative identity. If R is a finite 
ring with l, which is not a field, then ½ _< K(R) < l, and x(R) = 1 if and only if R 
is a local ring such that its Jacobson radical is square-zero and one-dimensional over 
the residue field. If  ½ < r (R)< ~-, R is a direct sum of two fields and if K(R) -  2 
R is a local ring. In order to prove that R is a local ring when x(R)= 2, we had to 
solve the following Diophantine quation: XK+ yr_  1 =XLY L, where K and L 
are positive integers. It is shown that the equation has no non-trivial integer solution 
unless ~<L/K< ToE It is unlikely that the equation has a non-trivial integer solu- 
tion even if 1 <L/K<2. However, we are not able to settle this question in one 
way or the other. 
If ~-<2 x(R) < ¼, then either R is a direct sum of three fields or a direct sum of 
a field and a local ring, or the upper triangular 2 x 2 matrix ring over a field. By 
the Gelfond-Schneider theorem [5], K(R) is either a rational number or a trans- 
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cendental number. Therefore, if R is a direct sum of two fields, then x(R) is a 
transcendental number unless ½ <r (R)< 2 and the set {r(R) IR is a direct sum of 
I 1 two fields} is a dense subset of the closed interval [T, ]. If R is the n x n matrix 
ring over a finite field for n >_ 2, then x(R)  is greater than 4 3- and is transcendental. 
It is also shown, in the paper, that if R is a p-ring, i.e., the cardinality of R is a 
power of a prime number p, then R is a local ring if and only if r (R)  is a rational 
number less than 1. 
Throughout the paper, R always denotes a finite ring unless otherwise stated. For 
a set X, IX I denotes the cardinality of X. 
1. The index of a finite ring 
We shall begin by reviewing rapidly some definitions and elementary properties 
of finite rings. 
A zero divisor in a ring R is an element x such that xy = 0 or yx  = 0 for some non- 
zero element y in R. In particular 0 is a zero-divisor. 
Propostion 1.1. Either I e R or every element o f  R is a zero-divisor. 
Proof. Suppose that there is an element a in R which is not a zero-divisor. Then for 
every non-zero x in R, axe:0 and xa~O.  Since R is a finite ring, there are positive 
integers i and j such that a i+ j= a i, Hence for any x in R, ai+Jx = aix and xa  i+ j= 
xa  i. It follows that aJx = x and xa  j = X. Therefore aj = 1. 
Proposition 1.2. I f  a e R, then either a is a zero-divisor or a is a unit. 
Proof. If a is not a zero-divisor, then R has 1 by the preceding proposition, and 
there exist positive integers i and j such that a i+j = a i. This means that a. a j+ l = 
a j - l "  a= 1. 
Proposition 1.3. Let  1 ~ R and let a ~ R. I f  ax = 0 fo r  some non-zero x in R, then 
ya  =0 fo r  some non-zero y in R. 
Proof. Assume ax = 0 for some non-zero x but ya :/: 0 for all non-zero y in R. We 
have a i+j = a i for some positive integers i and j .  Hence a 2 = 1 and x= 1. x= aJx= O. 
This is a contradiction. 
Thus, if R has 1, then there is no distinction between left and right zero-divisors. 
Definition 1.4. If R is a ring, let z(R) be the set of zero-divisors in R. We define 
the index of R to be the number K(R)=log Iz(R)[/ log IR[. 
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Proposition 1.5. Let R be a ring. 
(i) x(R) = 0 i f  and only i f  R is a field. 
(ii) x(R) = 1 i f  and only i f  1 ~ R. 
(iii) I f  r (R) ~ O, then ½ <_ x(R) < 1. 
Proof. (i) By Proposition 1.2, R is a field if and only if ]z(R)[ = 1 or x (R)=0.  
(ii) I f  x(R)= 1, then z(R)= R. Therefore 1 ~ R. If 1 ~ R, then z(R)= R by Pro- 
position 1.1. Hence x(R)= 1. 
1 (iii) I f  x (R)>0,  then ]z(R)[ > 1. Hence by [6], [RI--Iz(R)[ 2. Thus ~-_<x(R)_< 1. 
If R is a ring, let J(R) be the Jacobson radical of R. We say R is a local ring if 
1 e R and non-units form an ideal. 
Prooosition 1.6. I f  R is a local ring, then x(R)= (n -  1)~n fo r  some positive integer 
n. Moreover, n is given by 
l 
n = 1 + ~ d imR/ j ( J i / J  i+ 1 ), where J = J(R) and f = O. 
i=1  
Proof. Note that if R is a local ring, then J= J (R)=z(R) .  I f  di =dimR/ j ( j i / j i+ l ) ,  
then I J i/ j i+ l l =qd,, where q= IR/J[ . Hence I JI =qd~+...+dl and IR I =qi +d,+...+d, 
Thus K(R) = (n - 1)/n, where n= 1 +dl  + "'" +d/. 
Let F(q) denote the finite field of  q elements and let F(q)n be the n x n matrix 
ring over F(q). 
Lemma 1.7. Let q and n be positive integers greater than or equal to 2. Then 
qn 2 _ (qn _ 1)(qn _ q) ... (qn _ qn- 1 ) > qn 2- 1. 
Proof. We have 
(qn _ 1)(qn _ q) ... (qn _ qn- l) 
= qnt,- l)/2(qn _ 1)(qn-1 _ 1) --" (q -  1) 
<_ qn(n- l)/Zqnqn- l ... qZ(q_ 1) 
= qn(n- l)/2+n(n+ 1)/2- l (q_  1) = q n2 - q n~- 1 
3 and, x(F(q)n) is an irrational Theorem 1.8. I f  n >_ 2, then x(F(q)n) > (n z - 1)/n 2 >_ 
number. 
Proof. Let R=F(q) , .  Then {Rl=q n2 and [z(R){=q"2-(q n -  1 ) (qn-q) . " (q" -q  "-1) 
by [9, p. 155]. By Lemma 1.7, Iz(R)[>q n2-1. Therefore 
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x(R) = logq Iz(R)l > n 2 -  1 
Iogq I R [ n 2 
Now suppose that x(R) is a rational number. Then there exist positive integers K 
and L such that 
(qn2)K  = (qntn - l)/2)L(qn(n+ 1)/2 _ (qn  _ 1)(qn - l _ 1) -.. (q - 1)) L. 
This is impossible because q ~f (qn _ l )(qn- l _ 1) ... (q - 1). 
Example 1.9. Let R=F(q)2 and q>3,  then 3<x(R)<~- .  By Theorem 1.8 we see 
3-<x(R).  To see the other half of the inequality, one observes that [R[ =q4 4 
I z(R) I = q4 _ (q2 _ l)(q2 _ q) = q3 + q2 _ q and (q2 + (q _ 1))5 < q ll. Then I z(R) I < q16/5 
and x (R)<log  ql6/5/log q4=4. Moreover, since 
log(q3 + q2_ q) 3 
lim = - 
q--.~ log q4 4 ' 
! is a limit point of the indices of the 2 × 2 matrix rings over the finite fields. 4 
2. Important inequalities and rings whose index is less than ~- 
We begin with an easy 
Proposition 2.1. I f  I is a right (left) ideal of R such that I~z(R), then I=R. 
Proof .  I f  16  z(R), then I contains a unit by Proposit ion 1.2. Therefore I= R. 
Theorem 2.2. Let 1 ~ R and let M be a unital non-zero right (left) R-module of R. 
Then Igl---IRI ~-~<R) 
Proof. Let n = IRI and let x be a non-zero element in M. Let r(x) = {aeR [xa=O}. 
I f  a er(x), then a is not a unit, so a~z(R) by Proposit ion 1.2. This implies 
r(x) c_z(R) and Ir(x)l---Iz(R)l =n ~tR). Since xR=R/r(x), we have 
IR [ > n l -X(R)  
IMI >--IxRI= Ir(x)l 
By Proposit ion 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 we readily have 
Corollary 2.3. I f  I is a non-zero proper right (left) ideal of R, then 
IRI~-~tR) <_ I11-< IR I ~¢R) 
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Corollary 2.4. l f  R is not a local ring, then for  any non-zero right (left) R-module 
M, 
IMI>IR[1-~(R) 
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 2.2, if R is not a local ring, then z(R) is not a right 
ideal of R. Hence r(x)Cz(R). Therefore Ir(x)l<n KtR) and ]Ml>_lR]/]r(x)]> 
I - x(R) 
Remark 2.5. Corollary 2.3 gives an alternative proof of Proposition 1.5(iii). In fact, 
if x(R)< ½, then R has no non-zero proper right ideal, because such a right ideal 
I has to satisfy impossible inequalities IRiS/z< II1-< Ie[ ~/2 by Corollary 2.3. So R 
is a field. 
A similar argument to the above will give a characterization f rings with index 
± as follows. The result was given by Corbas [1] and Raghavendran [8] in- 2 
dependently. 
Corollary 2.6. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) x(R)= ~. 
(ii) R is a local ring, J (R)~ O, J(R):= 0 and the dimension of  the vector space 
J(R) over R/ J(R) is one. 
Proof. The implication (ii) = (i) follows from Proposition 1.6. Assume (i), then 1 e R 
and R is not a field by Propositon 1.5. Let I be a non-zero proper right ideal of R. 
If R were not local, then by Corollary 2.4 we must have the impossible inequalities 
[R[l/2< l I [< JR[ 1/2. Hence R is a local ring. The rest of the assertion in (ii) follows 
from Proposition 1.6. 
Theorem 2.7. Let R be a ring with 1 and let I be a non-zero proper ideal of  R. Then 
1 
x(R) >_ 
2 - x(R/I)  
Moreover, if  R is not a local ring, then the equality does not hold in the above 
inequality. 
Proof. If a e R is a unit, then so is a + I in R/I .  Thus if a + I is a zero-divisor in R/I ,  
then so is a in R by Proposition 1.2. It follows that Iz(e)l-  [z(e/I)l. III. Now we 
have 
log Iz(e)l log Iz(R/I)l + log III >_ 
K(R) -  log Iel log [RI 
loglR/I]  log II] 
= x(R/ l ) .  + - -  
Ioglel loglel 
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= r(R/ I )  + (1 - tc(R/I)) 
By Coroliary 2.3, (1) is not less than 
log III 
log IR I  " 
(1) 
K(R/Z)  + (1 - =(R/ / ) ) (1  - r (R ) )  = 1 - ( 1 - r (R / / ) )  • =(R) .  (2) 
It follows that K(R)_> 1/(2 - x(R/I)). If R is not a local ring, then (2) is strictly less 
than (1) by Corollary 2.4. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The following is a consequence of a theorem given by Christensen i  [2, Theorem 
2]. He proved the result by considering the composition series of rings. Here we give 
a short proof of it using Theorem 2.7. 
Corollary 2 .8 . / f  ~- < r(R) < 2, then R is a direct sum of  two fields. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.5, l ~R. If I is a non-zero proper ideal of R, then by 
Theorem 2.7, we see 
2 1 
->r(R)> 
3 2 -K(R/ I )  
Hence, K(R/ I )<~ and R/ I  is a field by Proposition 1.5. Therefore, if J(R):/:O, 
then R/J(R) is a field and R is a local ring. However, in this case K(R) must be of 
the form (n - l ) /n for some positive integer n by Proposition 1.6. This is impossible 
by assumption. Hence we have J(R)= 0 and so R is a direct sum of simple rings. 
R cannot be the n x n matrix ring over a field with n>_2 because of Theorem 1.8. 
Since every proper homomorphic mage of R is a field, R is a direct sum of two field. 
Corollary 2.9. I f  1 ~ R and I is a non-zero proper ideal o f  R, then Jc(R) > I¢(R/I). 
Proof. Since r (R/ I )< 1, (K(R/I)) 2 - 2r(R/I)+ 1 > 0. It follows that 1/(2 - r(R/I))> 
r(R/I) .  By Theorem 2.7 we have the desired inequality. 
Corollary 2.10. I f  R=RI~R,  the direct sum of  two rings with 1, then 
r(R)> 
2-  max{r(R1), K(R2)} " 
Example 2.11. If R is a direct sum of n number of fields for n_>2, then 
r (R)>(n-  l)/n. In fact, when n =2, by Corollary 2.10 
1 1 
r(R) > 2 -  0 2 
Let R = R'@ F, where R' is a direct sum of n - 1 fields. By induction one may assume 
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x(R' )> (n - 2 ) / (n -  1). Then, by Corollary 2.10, we have 
1 n -1  
x(R) > > 
2 - x(R')  n 
The number (n -1 ) /n  is optimal, because if 
n - I  
Rq = F(q) +...  + F(q), then lim K(Rq) = 
~. ) q - - ,  oo n 
Y 
n 
2 3. Rings whose index is 5- 
In order to delve a little deeper into the nature of the indices of finite rings, we 
need to know more about a certain type of Diophantine quation. For example, to 
settle the question whether the index of the direct sum of  the two fields ever is a 
rational number, we need to know whether 
xK+yK- I=XLy  L (3) 
has a non-trivial integer solution or not, where K and L are positive integers. A solu- 
tion (x,y) for (3) is called trivial if Ixl_<l, lyl---1. For example, (1.1) is a trivial 
solution. 
Theorem 3.1. The Diophantine quation (3) has no non-trivial solution unless 
1 L 2 
-<- -<- .  
2 K 3 
Proof. We may assume (K, L) = 1. Assume (3) has a non-trivial solution (x, y). Note 
that x and y are relatively prime. If x<0,  y<0,  then K must be even and (-x,  -y )  
is also a solution for (3). So we may assume that both x and y are positive, or xy<O 
and K is odd. 
(i) Case K<_L. We have 
IxIL ]ylL = ix ~ + yr_  11 < Ixl K + ly l  ~ ---txl ~ l yl K ---Ixl L l yl L. 
This contradiction shows that (3) has no non-trivial solution. 
(ii) Case K_  2L. First assume x_> y___ 2. Then x x < x x + yX_  1 = xLy L <_ X 2L <_ X k. 
This is a contradiction. Now assume one of x and y is negative, say y < - 1. Then 
x> 1, K is odd and x~: -y .  We have 
IxLy L + I I = IX ~+yKI 
= Ix+y[  Ix ~- l  +xK-E(--Y)+"'+yK-I[ 
>_K(x K- l x r -  2(_y ) ... y~-1)l /K 
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=xlXl(x-W21yl(X-w+ >lxlLlyl L + 1, 
since K > 2L + 1 (note that K is odd). This is a contradiction. 
(iii) Case L<K<~L. The equation (3) is equivalent to the following Diophan- 
tine equations in three variables: 
yX_ 1 =X~Z, XK-Z + Z= yL. (4) 
Suppose (x, y, z) is a solution for (4). Clearly z #: 0. First consider the case z = 1. Then 
(4) gives yX_ 1 =xZ=(y  L -  1) L/(x-z') or 
(yX_ 1)x-t, =.(yl _ I)L. (5) 
It follows that l yl (x+ l)(x-z)>lyl(Z-l)L. This implies 
(K+ 1)(K-L)>(L- 1)L. (6) 
By assumption, (-~L+I)(-~L-L)>(L-I)L or L_<4. Therefore, L=2,  K=3; 
L=3,  K=4 or L=4,  K=5,  in which the last two pairs do not satisfy (6). When 
L =2, K=3,  the equation (5) becomes y3_  1 =(y2_  1)2, which does not have an 
integer solution y such that [ y[ _ 2. Next suppose z>-- 2 or z < - 1. First consider the 
case when y > 0. Then by (4) we have 
yX> yX_ 1 = IxlZL-Klxl K-'~ Izl 
--> Ixl2L-X(x K-'~ + Z)= Ixl2L-XYL 
It follows that 
IxlX-L> Ixl 2L-x. (7) 
Since 2L - K >_ K -  L, (7) gives 
lYl>lxl. (8) 
Now consider the case y< 0. As we discussed in the beginning, we may assume x>0 
and K is odd. Hence z< 0 and we have 
l ylX=xLIzl - 1--XZL-XXX-LIz I -  1 
> x z'~-x IxK- '  + z[ = x2' -KI ylL. 
Thus we again get (7) and consequently (8). Since the equation (3) is symmetric with 
respect o x and y, we should have Ixt >IYl also, and we have a contradiction. 
Theorem 3.2. I f  x(R)=-~, then R is a local ring. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.4, if R were not a local ring, then x(R/1)< ~- for any non- 
zero proper ideal I of R. Then, we see in the same way as in the proof of Corollary 
2.8 that R is a direct sum of two fields Fl and F2. Let IF/I =mi for i= 1,2. Then 
Iz(R)l =ml + ms-  1 and Igl =m~ml. Hence 
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x(R) = log(ml + m 2 - 1)/log mlm 2 =T'3 
This means that (mlmz)2=(ml+m2-1) 3. Since Fi is a field, mi=pC/i for some 
primes Pi and positive integers ai. Hence p~'+p~2-1=p~'p#22, where /?i are 
positive integers such that 2a; = 3]~ i for each i. This means ai = 3ti and J~i = 2ti for 
some positive integers ti. Thus we have 
(p~)3 + (p2)3_ l=(p~,)Z(p~2)2. 
This is impossible according to Theorem 3.1. 
Remark 3.3. In view of the proof of Theorem 3.2, we see that for a direct sum R 
of two fields, x(R) is irrational if x(R)> 2. Whether x(R) is irrational in general 
depends on the behavior of the solutions for the Diophantine quation (3). 
3 4. Rings whose index is greater than 2 but less than 7 
We shall prove 
Theorem 4.1. I f  T<2 x(R) <_g,3 then R is isomorphic to one of the following: 
(i) A direct sum of two fields. 
(ii) A direct sum of  three fields. 
(iii) A direct sum of a field and a local ring with index -~. 
(iv) The upper triangular 2 × 2 matrix ring over a field. 
Proof. Let J=  J(R), then R/ J  is a direct sum of simple rings. All the simple sum- 
mand are fields, because if one of them is the n × n matrix ring over a field with 
3 by Theorem 1.8 and Corollary 2.9. The n_> 2, then K(R) must be greater than ~- 
number of direct summands does not exceed 3 because of Example 2.11. Moreover, 
the number of direct summans cannot be 1, because R is not a local ring by Proposi- 
tion 1.6. Therefore R/ J  is either a direct sum of two fields or a direct sum of three 
fields. Suppose R/J=FI OF2(~F 3, where F i are  fields. If J~:0, then by Theorem 
2.7, x(R/J)< 2 -  1/x(R)< 2. This is impossible by the results in Section 2. This is 
impossible by the results in Section 2. Therefore J=0 and consequently 
R = FI (~ F2 (~ F3. 
Next suppose R/ J=F  l •F  2. There are orthogonal idempotents el,e2 in R such 
that e I + e2 = 1 and the images of e 1 and e 2 in R/ J  are cannonical orthogonal idem- 
potents of the direct sum F le  F2. Consider the Peirce decomposition of R, 
R = el Re2 (~ el Re20 e2Rel @ ez Re2. 
Note that exRe2Qe2Re~ CJ. Since e~x for x6R is a zero-divisior and any y E J is 
nilpotent, e lxQy is also a zero-divisor. Hence eiROe2Jc_z(R). Similarly 
e2RGeiJc_z(R). Since (e)ROe2J )n(e2ROel J )=el JQe2J=J ,  we have 
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[z(R)I > blm2 + n2ml - mtm2, 
where ni=leiR[ and mi= leiJI, i=1,2. Since R=elRt~e2R, }R[=nln2. If both 
elJ and e2J were non-zero, then by Corollary 2.3, we see mi> [R[ 1 -r(R)> (nln2)l/4. 
Hence 
Iz(R)[ >_2(nlm2n2ml)l/2- mlm2> (nln2mlm2)l/2>_(nln2) 3/4.
Therefore we have a contradiction, 
log(nln2) 3/4 3 
It(R)> =-  
log nl n2 4 
Thus we get ezJ or e~J is zero, say eiJ=O. Similarly, Jel or Je2 is zero. 
If Je~ = 0, then J=  euJe2 ~ e2Re2 and the Peirce decomposition of R becomes 
R = e I Rel ~ e2Re2 
and elRel-----Fl and e2Re2/e2Je2=F2 . Then R is a direct sum of the field F=elRe 2 
and a local ring S=e2Re 2. By Corollary 2.10, 
1 1 2 
K(S)<2-  ~<2- - -  =- .  
3 3 r(R) z 
Since S is local, either S is a local ring with index ½ or S is a field by Proposition 
1.6. Therefore, R is either a direct sum of two fields or a direct sum of a field and 
a local ring with index ~-. 
Next, if Je2--0, then J=e2Jel =eeRe~ and the Peirce decomposition of R 
becomes 
R = elRel O)e2Jel ~e2Re2. 
Then the subring eiRei of R is isomorphic :to the field Fi for each i = 1, 2. J -  e2Jel 
is a unital right el Rel-module as well as a unital left e2Re2-module. Let Pi be the 
characteristic of F/. If PI~P2, then plx=P2X for all xe J .  It follows that x=O. 
Therefore J=O and R is a direct sum of two fields. So we may assume J~:0 and 
Pl =P2=P • Let IFi[ =phi and suppose nl >n2. Then I J[ =pm and m is a multiple 
of n i. Let m=kin i. Since z(R)=(e lRel~J )U(e2Re2~J)  and (e lRe l~J )O 
(eERe2t~ J) =J. We have 
or  
3 l ogpm(pn,  +pn2_  1) m+nl 
> •(R) = log pmpmpn2 > /r/+ ?ll + rl 2 
3n 2 > m + n 1 . 
Since m=kln l  and nl >n2, (9) implies 2>k l .  This forces us to have k l= 1 and 
m=nl .  Hence by (9), 3n2>2m=2k2n . This shows k2=l  and n2=m. Thus we 
have found that IFII= IF21 = ]J] =pro. It is now clear that 
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R=(0  F FF), where F= F(pm). 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark 4.2. By the proof of Theorem 4.1, we see that if x(R) = 3, then R is either 
a local ring or one of the rings in Theorem 4.1. But (i) is impossible by Remark 3.3. 
The case (iv) is impossible ither because a p-ring which is not a local ring does not 
have a rational index as we shall prove in the next section. When x(R) > 3, another 
type of ring, then 2 x 2 matrix ring over a field, emerges (see Example 1.9). 
Examples 4.3. Let F=GF(24), the Galois field of 2 4 elements. Let 
with the usual matrix multiplication and addition. Then S is a local ring with index 
± (cf. [8]). Let R=F@S.  Then tR1=24-34=64 and ]z(R) l=34+2432-32=63. 
2 
Hence r(R) = ¼. 
5. p-rings 
A ring R is called a p-ring if the number of elements in R is pn for some prime 
number p and a positive integer n. In this section, we shall prove that if R is a p-ring, 
then R is a local ring if and only if x(R) is a rational number less than 1. 
Proposition 5.1. An element a ~ R is a zero-divisor i f  and only is a + J(R) is a zero- 
divisor in R/J(R). In particular, Iz(R/J(R)) I = Iz(e)l / I J (e)l .  
Proof. If a~R is a unit in R, then a+ J(R) is a unit in R/J(R). Conversely, if 
a+J(R) is a unit in R/J(R), then ab= 1 +x for some beR and xe J (R) .  Since x is 
nilpotent, 1 + x is a unit. Therefore a is also a unit. Now Proposition 1.2 shows our 
assertion true. 
A similar argument to the above would be found in [3]. 
Lemma 5.2. Let R be a p-ring. Then x(R) is a rational number i f  and only i f  
x(R/J(R)) is a rational number. 
Proof. Let JR[ =pn an [J(R)[ =pro. Then by Proposition 5.1, we have 
~c(R/J(R)) = logp(Iz(R)l /l J(R)I) = x(R) - (m/n) 
log (IRI/IJ(R)l) 1- (m/n)  
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Therefore K(R/J(R)) is rational if and only if r(R) is rational. 
Lemma 5.3. Let R be a semi-simple p-ring. Then K(R) is a rational number i f  and 
only i f  R is a field. 
Proof.  We may suppose 1 ~ R. If R is indecomposable asa ring, then R is isomor- 
phic to the n x n matrix ring over a field because R is a finite semi-simple ring. If 
n_> 2, then by Theorem 1.8, K(R) is irrational. If n = 1, then R is a field. Now assume 
R is a direct sum of two nontrivial p-rings R l and R 2. Let pn,= [Ri[ and ai= 
[z(Ri)[ for each i=1,2, ....  Let ai=pm~bi with (P, b i )=l .  Since pn~>a i, we see 
n i > m i and ph i -  mi > bi" 
[z(R) I = Pn~ a2 + pn2al - ala2 
=pm~m2(pnl - ml b2 + pn2- m2bl _ bib2), 
where c=pn~-m2b2+pn~-m~bl-blb2 is greater than 1 and is not divided by p. 
Therefore 
K(R) = logp I z(R)[ _ m l + m2 + Iogp C 
lOgp [RI nl + n2 
is not a rational number. Thus K(R) is a rational number only if R is a field. 
Theorem 5.4. Let R be a p-ring. Then R is a local ring i f  and only i f  x(R) is a rational 
number less than 1. 
Proof.  If R is a local ring, then by Proposition 1.6, x(R) is a rational number. Con- 
versely, if x(R) is a rational numbe less than 1, then 1 ~R and by Lemma 5.2, 
x(R/J(R)) is also rational. Since R/J(R) is a semi-simple p-ring, R/J(R) is a field 
by Lemma 5.3. This means R is a local ring. 
Corollary 5.5. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) R is a local ring. 
(ii) R is a p-ring and x(R) = (n - 1)/n for  some positive integer n. 
(iii) R is a p-ring and x(R) is a rational number less than 1. 
Proof.  If R is a local ring, then R is a p-ring (recall the proof of Proposition 1.6) 
and x(R)=(n-1) /n .  So the equivalence of the three statements are clear by 
Theorem 5.4. 
Proposition 5.6. The set Fp = {r(R) I R is a direct sum of  two fields o f  characteristic 
p} is a dense subset o f  the closed interval [~-, 1] and every point in Fp is irrational. 
Proof.  Let R=R(p ,m,n , l )  be a direct sum of two fields F(p  Im) and F(p in) of 
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characteristic/7 where p is a prime number and m, n and l are positive integers. Sup- 
pose m_> n. Then 
log(ptm _ptn_ 1) n 
lim •(R) = lim pt(m + n) 
1-~ t-.~ log m + n 
Since {rn/(m + n)[m>__n>O integers} is a dense subset of [±,2 11, Fp is also dense in 
[~, 1].. Since R(p, m, nl) are p-rings, their indices are irrational by Theorem 5.4. 
Remark 5.7. By [5], for any integer n >2 and irrational algebraic number a, n a is 
a transcendental number. Therefore, x(R) is either rational or transcendental, other- 
wise Iz(R)l = IR I ~tR~ does not hold. So the last proposition tells us that the set of 
transcendental indices of finite rings is dense in [~-, 1]. On the other hand, the set 
of all indices is countable, because every index x is written x = log m/log n, with m 
and n positive integers. 
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